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Abstract 
 

In this paper, we introduce the concept of fuzzy normal HX ideals of a HX ring 

and discussed its properties by establishing the relationship among them. We also 

discuss fuzzy normal HX ideal under homomorphism and anti homomorphism of 

a HX ring.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1965,Zadeh [15]  introduced the concept of fuzzy sets and studied their properties.He 

defined fuzzy subset of a non-empty set as a collection of objects with grade of 

membership in a continuum, with each object being assigned a value between 0 and 1 by 

a membership function. Fuzzy set theory was guided by the assumption that classical sets 

were not natural, appropriate or useful notions in describing the real life problems, 

because every object encountered in this real physical world carries some degree of 
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fuzziness. Further the concept of grade of membership is not a probabilistic concept. An 

algebraic structure will have an underlying set, binary operations, unary operations, and 

constants, that have some of the properties like commutativity, associativity, identity 

elements, inverse elements, and distributivity. Different kinds of structures will have 

different operations and properties. Rings will have the three operations of addition, 

subtraction, and multiplication, but don’t need division. Most of rings will have 

commutative multiplication. In 1967, Rosenfeld [11]  defined the idea of fuzzy subgroups 

and gave some of its properties. Li Hong Xing [3] introduced the concept of HX group. In 

1982 Wang-jin Liu [4] introduced the concept of fuzzy ring and fuzzy ideal. In 1988 

Professor Li Hong Xing [5] proposed the concept of HX ring and derived some of its 

properties, then Professor Zhong [1,2] gave the structures of HX ring on a class of ring. 

T.K.Mukherjee and M.K.Sen [7] fuzzified certain results on rings.  

 R. Muthuraj et.al [8] introduced the concept of homomorphism and anti homomorphism 

of fuzzy HX ideals of a HX ring. In this paper we define a new algebraic structure of a 

fuzzy normal HX ideal  and study some of their properties. We define the concept of  

fuzzy subsets of a fuzzy normal HX ideals of a HX ring and discuss some of their related 

properties also we introduce the concept of an image and pre-image of a fuzzy subsets 

and discuss some of its properties with  fuzzy normal HX ideal under homomorphism and 

anti homomorphism. 

 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section, we define the notion of fuzzy normal HX ideals of a HX ring and 

discussed some of its related results. Throughout this paper,    R = (R ,+, ·)  is  a  Ring,  e 

is the additive identity element of R and xy, we mean x · y. 

 

2.1 Definition [9] 

Let R be a ring. Let μ be a fuzzy set defined on R . Let   2R  – {}  be a HX ring. A 

fuzzy subset  of   is called a fuzzy HX ring on  or a fuzzy ring induced by μ if the 

following conditions are satisfied. For all A , B , 

i.    ( A – B)   ≥   min {  (A),   (B) } , 

ii.    ( AB)        ≥    min {  (A),   (B) }, 

where   (A) = max { μ(x)  /  for all xA  R }. 

 

2.2 Definition  

Let R be a ring. Let μ be a fuzzy set defined on R. Let   2R  {}  be a HX ring.              

A fuzzy HX right ideal  of   is called a fuzzy normal HX right ideal on  or a fuzzy 

normal right ideal induced by μ if the following conditions are satisfied. 

 For all A,B ,  ( AB)    =  (BA), where   (A) = max{ μ(x) /  for all xA  R }. 
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2.3 Definition  

Let R be a ring. Let μ be a fuzzy set defined on R. Let   2R  {}  be a HX ring. A 

fuzzy HX left ideal  of   is called a fuzzy normal HX left ideal on  or a fuzzy 

normal left ideal induced by μ if the following conditions are satisfied. 

 For all A,B ,  ( AB)    =  (BA), where   (A) = max{ μ(x) /  for all xA  R }. 

 

2.4 Definition  

Let R be a ring. Let μ be a fuzzy set defined on R. Let   2R  {}  be a HX ring. A 

fuzzy subset   of   is called a fuzzy normal HX ideal on  or a fuzzy normal ideal 

induced by μ if it is both fuzzy normal HX right ideal and fuzzy normal HX left ideal on 

. That is, For all A, B , 

i.      (A  B)  ≥  min {  (A),   (B) } , 

ii.      ( AB)       ≥   max {  (A),   (B) } 

iii.  ( AB)           =      (BA), where   (A) = max{ μ(x) /  for all xA  R 

}. 

2.5 Theorem 

If μ is a fuzzy normal right ideal of a ring R then the fuzzy subset   is a fuzzy normal 

HX right ideal of a HX ring . 

 

Proof 

Let  μ be a fuzzy normal right ideal of R. 

By Theorem 3.2 [10],   is a fuzzy HX right ideal of a HX ring . 

Now, For all A,B , 

     (AB)  =  max{ μ(xy) /  for all xA  R , yB  R } 

     =  max{ μ(yx) /  for all xA  R , yB  R } 

      =     (BA) 

Therefore,       (AB)         =   (BA). 

Hence,    is a fuzzy normal HX right ideal on  . 

 

2.6 Theorem 

If μ is a fuzzy normal left ideal of a ring R then the fuzzy subset   is a fuzzy normal HX 

left ideal of a HX ring . 

Proof 

Let μ be a fuzzy normal left ideal of R. 

By Theorem 4.2 [10],   is a fuzzy HX left ideal of a HX ring . 
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Now, For all A,B , 

     (AB)  =  max{ μ(xy) /  for all xA  R , yB  R } 

     =  max{ μ(yx) /  for all xA  R , yB  R } 

      =     (BA) 

Therefore,       (AB)           =   (BA). 

Hence,    is a fuzzy normal HX left ideal on . 

 

2.7 Theorem 

If μ is a fuzzy normal ideal of a ring R then the fuzzy subset   is a fuzzy normal HX 

ideal of a HX ring . 

 

Proof 

It is clear. 

 

2.8 Theorem 

Let  and  be any two fuzzy sets on R. Let  and   be any two fuzzy normal HX right 

ideals of a HX ring  then their intersection,      is also a fuzzy normal HX right 

ideal of a HX ring . 

 

Proof 

Let  and   be any two fuzzy normal HX right ideals of a HX ring . 

By Theorem 3.3[10],      is a fuzzy HX right ideal of a HX ring . 

Let A,B   

(∩)(AB)  = min{ (AB),  (AB)} 

     = min{ (BA),  (BA)} 

     = (∩)(BA). 

(∩)(AB)  = (∩)(BA). 

Hence,      is a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of a HX ring . 

 

2.9 Theorem 

Let  and  be any two fuzzy sets on R. Let  and   be any two fuzzy normal HX left 

ideals of a HX ring  then their intersection,      is also a fuzzy normal HX left ideal 

of a HX ring . 
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Proof 

Let  and   be any two fuzzy normal HX left ideals of a HX ring . 

By Theorem 4.3 [10] ,      is also a fuzzy HX left ideal of a HX ring . 

Let A,B   

(∩)(AB)  = min{ (AB),  (AB)} 

     = min{ (BA),  (BA)} 

     = (∩)(BA). 

Hence,      is a fuzzy normal HX left ideal of a HX ring . 

 

2.10 Theorem 

Let  and  be any two sets on R. Let  and   be any two fuzzy normal HX ideals of a 

HX ring  then their intersection,      is also a fuzzy normal HX ideal of a HX ring 

. 

 

Proof 

It is clear. 

 

2.11 Remark 

i. The intersection of family of  fuzzy normal  HX ideals of a HX ring  is also       

fuzzy normal HX ideal of . 

ii. Let R be a ring. Let μ and  be fuzzy normal ideals of R and μ   is also a fuzzy 

normal ideal of R then φ   is a fuzzy  normal HX ideal of  induced by μ   

of R. 

2.12 Theorem 

If   ,   , φ     are fuzzy normal HX ideals of a HX ring  induced by the fuzzy sets  

μ ,  , μ   of R then φ     =   
   . 

 

Proof 

It is clear. 

 

2.13 Theorem 

Let  and  be any two fuzzy sets on R. Let  be a fuzzy normal HX ring and   be a 

fuzzy normal HX right (left) ideal of a HX ring  then their intersection,      is also 

a fuzzy normal HX right (left) ideal of a HX ring . 
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Proof 

 It is clear. 

 

2.14 Theorem 

Let  and  be any two fuzzy sets on R. Let  be a fuzzy normal HX ring and   be a 

fuzzy normal HX ideal of a HX ring  then their intersection,      is also a fuzzy 

normal HX ideal of a HX ring . 

 

Proof 

 It is clear. 

 

2.15 Theorem  

Let μ and  be any two fuzzy sets of R.  Let   2R  – {}  be a HX ring. If   and    

are any two fuzzy normal HX right ideals of  then, their union (     ) is also a fuzzy 

normal HX right ideal of . 

 

Proof 

Let  and    be any two fuzzy normal HX right ideals of . 

By Theorem 3.4[10], (     ) is a fuzzy HX right ideal of . 

Let A,B  , 

(  )(AB)  =  max{ (AB),  (AB)} 

= max{ (BA),  (BA)} 

= (    )(BA). 

(  )(AB)  = (    )(BA). 

Hence,       is a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of a HX ring  . 

 

2.16 Theorem  

Let μ and  be any two fuzzy sets of R.  Let   2R  – {}  be a HX ring. If   and    

are any two fuzzy normal HX left ideals of  then, their union (     ) is also a fuzzy 

normal HX left ideal of . 

 

Proof 

Let  and    be any two fuzzy normal HX left ideals of . 

By Theorem 4.4[10],        is a fuzzy HX left ideal of . 
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Let A,B  , 

(  )(AB)  =  max{ (AB),  (AB)} 

= max{ (BA),  (BA)} 

= (    )(BA). 

(  )(AB)  = (    )(BA). 

Hence,       is a fuzzy normal HX left ideal of a HX ring  . 

 

2.17 Theorem  

Let μ and  be any two fuzzy sets of  R.  Let   2R  – {}  be a HX ring. If   and    

are any two fuzzy normal HX ideals of  then, their union (     ) is also a fuzzy 

normal HX ideal of . 

 

Proof 

 It is clear. 

 

2.18  Remark 

i. Union of family of fuzzy normal HX ideals of a HX ring  is also 

fuzzy normal HX ideal of . 

ii. Let R be a ring. Let μ and  be fuzzy normal ideals of R then φ     is 

a fuzzy normal HX ideal of  induced by μ    of R. 

2.19 Theorem 

Let R be a ring. Let μ and  be fuzzy sets of R. If   ,   , φ     are  fuzzy normal HX 

ideals of a HX ring  induced by μ ,  , μ   of R then  φ     =     . 

 

Proof 

It is clear. 

 

2.20 Theorem 

Let  and  be any two fuzzy sets on R. Let  be a fuzzy normal HX ring and   be a 

fuzzy normal HX right (left) ideal of a HX ring  then their intersection,      is also 

a fuzzy normal HX right (left) ideal of a HX ring . 

Proof 

 It is clear. 
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2.21  Theorem 

Let  and  be any two fuzzy sets on R. Let  be a fuzzy normal HX ring and   be a 

fuzzy normal HX ideal of a HX ring  then their intersection,      is also a fuzzy 

normal HX ideal of a HX ring . 

 

Proof 

 It is clear. 

 

 

3. CARTESIAN PRODUCT OF FUZZY NORMAL HX IDEAL OF A HX RING 

3.1 Theorem 

Let μ and  be any two fuzzy sets of R1 and R2 respectively. Let 1  2
R1 – {} and 

 2  2
R2 – {} be any two HX rings. If   and    are any two fuzzy normal HX right 

ideals of 1 and 2  respectively then,   ×  is also a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of a 

HX ring               1 × 2. 

 

Proof 

Let  and    are any two fuzzy normal HX right ideals of 1 and 2  respectively. 

By Theorem 3.5[10],  ×  is a fuzzy HX right ideal of a HX ring 1 × 2. 

Let (A, B) , (C,D)   1 × 2  , 

 ( ×  ) ((A, B)·(C ,D))  =   ( ×  ) (AC, BD)  

     = min { (AC) ,  (BD)} 

           =   min{  (CA)   ,  (DB)} 

          =   ( ×  ) (CA , DB) 

     = ( ×  ) ((C, D) · (A , B)) 

 ( ×  ) ((A, B) · (C ,D)) =  ( ×  ) ((C, D) · (A , B)). 

 Hence,  ×  is a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of the HX ring 1 × 2  . 

 

3.2 Theorem 

Let μ and  be any two fuzzy sets of R1 and R2 respectively. Let 1  2
R1 – {} and  

2  2
R2 – {} be any two HX rings. If   and    are any two fuzzy normal HX left 

ideals of 1 and 2  respectively then,   ×  is also a fuzzy normal HX left ideal of a 

HX ring  1 × 2. 
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Proof 

Let  and    are any two fuzzy normal HX left ideals of 1 and 2  respectively. 

By Theorem 4.5[10],  ×  is a fuzzy HX left ideal of a HX ring 1 × 2. 

Let (A, B) , (C,D)   1 × 2  , 

 ( ×  ) ((A, B)·(C ,D))  =   ( ×  ) (AC, BD)  

     = min { (AC) ,  (BD)} 

           =   min{  (CA)   ,  (DB)} 

          =   ( ×  ) (CA , DB) 

     = ( ×  ) ((C, D) · (A , B)) 

 ( ×  ) ((A, B) · (C ,D)) =  ( ×  ) ((C, D) · (A , B)). 

Hence,  ×  is a fuzzy normal HX left  ideal of the HX ring 1 × 2. 

 

3.3 Theorem 

Let μ and  be any two fuzzy sets of R1 and R2 respectively. Let 1  2
R1 – {} and 

 2  2
R2 – {} be any two HX rings. If   and    are any two fuzzy normal HX ideals 

of 1 and 2 respectively then,   ×  is also a fuzzy normal HX ideal of a HX ring  1 

× 2. 

 

Proof 

It is clear. 

 

 

4.  HOMOMORPHISM AND ANTI HOMOMORPHISM OF A FUZZY NORMAL 

HX IDEAL  

In this section, we introduce the concept of an image, pre-image of fuzzy subset of a HX 

ring and discussed the properties of homomorphic and anti homomorphic images and pre-

images of fuzzy normal HX ideal of a HX ring  . 

 

4.1 Theorem  

Let 1 and 2 be any two HX rings on the rings R1 and R2 respectively.Let f : 1  2  

be a homomorphism onto HX rings. Let  be a fuzzy subset of R1. Let  λ  be a fuzzy  

normal HX right ideal  of 1  then f (λ) is a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of 2, if  λ
 
  

has a supremum property and  λ  is  f-invariant. 
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Proof 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of  R1 and λ  is a  fuzzy normal HX right ideal of 1. 

By theorem 3.7 [8], f (λ) is a fuzzy HX right ideal of 2. 

There exist X,Y 1 such that f(X) , f(Y)  2,  

(f (λ)) (f(X) f(Y))      =   (f (λ)) (f(XY)) ,  

                                   =    λ (XY)                 

                                   =   λ (YX)  

                                   = (f (λ)) (f(YX)) 

=    (f (λ)) (f(Y)f(X)) 

 (f (λ)) (f(X)f(Y))  =   (f (λ)) (f(Y)f(X)). 

Hence, f (λ) is a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of 2. 

 

4.2 Theorem  

Let 1  and 2  be any two HX rings on the rings R1  and  R2  respectively. Let f : 1  

2  be a homomorphism onto HX rings. Let  be a fuzzy subset of R1. Let  λ  be a fuzzy 

normal HX left ideal  of 1  then f (λ) is a fuzzy normal HX left ideal of 2, if  λ
 
  has a 

supremum property and  λ  is  f-invariant. 

 

Proof 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of  R1 and λ  is a  fuzzy normal HX left ideal of 1.  

By theorem 3.7 [8], f (λ) is a fuzzy  normal HX left ideal of 2. 

There exist X,Y 1 such that f(X) , f(Y)  2,  

f (λ)) (f(X) f(Y))      =   (f (λ)) (f(XY)) ,  

                                   =    λ (XY)                 

                                   =   λ (YX)  

                                   = (f (λ)) (f(YX)) 

=    (f (λ)) (f(Y)f(X)) 

 (f (λ)) (f(X)f(Y))  =   (f (λ)) (f(Y)f(X)). 

Hence, f (λ) is a fuzzy normal HX left ideal of 2. 

 

4.3 Theorem  

Let 1  and 2  be any two HX rings on the rings R1  and  R2  respectively.  
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Let f : 1  2  be a homomorphism onto HX rings. Let  be a fuzzy subset of R1. Let  λ  

be a fuzzy  normal HX ideal  of 1  then f (λ) is a fuzzy  normal HX ideal of 2, if  λ
 
  

has a supremum property and  λ  is  f-invariant. 

 

Proof 

It is clear. 

 

4.4 Theorem  

Let 1 and 2 be any two HX rings on R1 and R2  respectively. Let f : 1  2  be a 

homomorphism on HX rings. Let  be a fuzzy subset of  R2 . Let   be a fuzzy normal 

HX right ideal of 2   then f –1 () is a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of 1.   

 

Proof  

Let  be a fuzzy subset of R2   and   be a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of 2 . 

By Theorem 3.9[8], f –1 () is a fuzzy HX right ideal of 1. 

For any X,Y  1, f(X) , f(Y)  2, 

(f –1()) (XY)  =     (f(XY)) 

      =     (f(X) f(Y))   

=     (f(Y) f(X))   

=     (f(YX))  

=    (f –1()) (YX) 

(f –1()) (XY)  =    (f –1()) (YX) 

Hence, f –1() is a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of 1. 

 

4.5 Theorem  

Let 1 and 2 be any two HX rings on R1 and R2  respectively. Let f : 1  2  be a 

homomorphism on HX rings. Let  be a fuzzy subset of R2 . Let   be a fuzzy normal 

HX left ideal of 2   then f –1 () is a fuzzy normal HX left ideal of 1.   

 

Proof 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of R2   and   be a fuzzy normal HX left ideal of 2 . 

By Theorem 3.9[8], f –1 () is a fuzzy HX left ideal of 1. 

For any X,Y  1, f(X) , f(Y)  2, 

(f –1()) (XY)  =     (f(XY)) 
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      =     (f(X) f(Y))   

=     (f(Y) f(X))   

=     (f(YX))  

=    (f –1()) (YX) 

(f –1()) (XY)  =    (f –1()) (YX) 

Hence, f –1() is a fuzzy normal HX left ideal of 1. 

 

4.6 Theorem  

Let 1 and 2 be any two HX rings on R1 and R2  respectively. Let f : 1  2  be a 

homomorphism on HX rings. Let  be a fuzzy subset of  R2 . Let   be a fuzzy normal 

HX ideal of 2   then f –1 () is a fuzzy normal HX ideal of 1.   

 

Proof 

It is clear. 

 

4.7 Theorem 

Let 1 and 2 be any two HX rings on R1 and R2 respectively. Let f : 1  2  be an anti 

homomorphism onto HX rings. Let  be a fuzzy subset of R1 . Let  λ  be  a  fuzzy normal  

HX right ideal of 1,  then f(λ) is a fuzzy normal HX left ideal of 2  , if  λ
 
  has a 

supremum  property and  λ  is f-invariant. 

 

Proof 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of R1 and λ  is a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of 1. 

By Theorem 3.8[8], f(λ) is a fuzzy HX left ideal of 2. 

There exist X ,Y  1 such that f (X) , f (Y)  2. 

f (λ)) (f(X) f(Y))      =   (f (λ)) (f(YX)) ,  

                                   =    λ (YX)                 

                                   =   λ (XY)  

                                   = (f (λ)) (f(XY)) 

=    (f (λ)) (f(Y)f(X)) 

 (f (λ)) (f(X)f(Y))  =   (f (λ)) (f(Y)f(X)). 

 Hence, f (λ) is a fuzzy normal HX left ideal of 2. 
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4.8 Theorem 

Let 1 and 2 be any two HX rings on R1 and R2 respectively. Let f : 1  2  be an anti 

homomorphism onto HX rings. Let  be a fuzzy subset of R1 . Let  λ  be  a  fuzzy  

normal HX left ideal of 1,  then f(λ) is a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of 2  , if  λ
 
  has 

a supremum  property and  λ  is f-invariant. 

 

Proof 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of R1 and λ  is a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of 1.  

By Theorem 3.8[8], f(λ) is a fuzzy HX right ideal of 2   

There exist X ,Y  1 such that f (X) , f (Y)  2 

f (λ)) (f(X) f(Y))      =   (f (λ)) (f(YX)) ,  

                                   =    λ (YX)                 

                                   =   λ (XY)  

                                   = (f (λ)) (f(XY)) 

=    (f (λ)) (f(Y)f(X)) 

 (f (λ)) (f(X)f(Y))  =   (f (λ)) (f(Y)f(X)). 

Hence, f (λ) is a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of 2. 

 

4.9 Theorem 

Let 1 and 2 be any two HX rings on R1 and R2 respectively. Let f : 1  2  be an anti 

homomorphism onto HX rings. Let  be a fuzzy subset of R1 . Let  λ  be  a  fuzzy normal 

HX ideal of 1,  then f(λ) is a fuzzy normal HX ideal of 2  , if  λ
 
  has a supremum  

property and  λ  is f-invariant. 

 

Proof 

It is clear. 

 

4.10 Theorem 

Let 1 and 2 be any two HX rings on R1 and R2 respectively. Let f : 1  2  be an anti 

homomorphism on HX rings. Let  be a fuzzy subset of R2. Let   be a fuzzy normal 

HX right ideal of 2 then f –1() is a fuzzy normal HX left ideal of 1.  

 

Proof 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of R2   and   be a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of 2 . 
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By Theorem 3.10[8], f –1() is a fuzzy HX left ideal of 1. 

For any X,Y  1, then  f (X ) , f ( Y )  2 , 

(f –1()) (XY)  =     (f(XY)) 

      =     (f(Y) f(X))   

=     (f(X) f(Y))   

=     (f(YX))  

=    (f –1()) (YX) 

(f –1()) (XY)  =    (f –1()) (YX) 

Hence, f –1() is a fuzzy normal HX left ideal of 1. 

 

4.11 Theorem 

Let 1 and 2 be any two HX rings on R1 and R2 respectively. Let f : 1  2  be an anti 

homomorphism on HX rings. Let  be a fuzzy subset of R2. Let   be a fuzzy normal 

HX left ideal of 2 then f –1() is a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of 1.   

 

Proof 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of R2   and   be a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of 2 . 

By Theorem 3.10[8], f –1() is a fuzzy HX right ideal of 1. 

For any X,Y  1, then  f (X ) , f ( Y )  2 

(f –1()) (XY)  =     (f(XY)) 

      =     (f(Y) f(X))   

=     (f(X) f(Y))   

=     (f(YX))  

=    (f –1()) (YX) 

(f –1()) (XY)  =    (f –1()) (YX) 

Hence, f –1() is a fuzzy normal HX right ideal of 1. 

 

4.12 Theorem 

Let 1 and 2 be any two HX rings on R1 and R2 respectively. Let f : 1  2  be an anti 

homomorphism on HX rings. Let  be a fuzzy subset of R2. Let   be a fuzzy normal 

HX ideal of 2 then f –1() is a fuzzy normal HX ideal of 1.   

 

Proof 

It is clear. 
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